Conditions of Play
Name

2018 Foursomes Championship (Mixed)

Date

Sunday 21st October 2018
1. Open to all seven and six day financial Members.

Conditions

2. The maximum Australian handicap is 36 for Men and 45 for Women.
3. Championship Tees set up: Black and Pink.
4. Entry is $10 per player.
5. 18 hole event. Start on 1st hole in the afternoon only – Golf operations
to block off the first 5 afternoon tee times and set up the time sheet
with 6 slots (3 pairs per group).
6. Men tee-off even holes (Black tees). Women tee-off odd holes (Pink
tees).
7. NTPs on 2, 6, 11 and 17, with each player eligible on two NTPs.
Mixed players will not be entitled to enter the Pro Pin.
8. On the 2nd hole there needs to be a separate NTP for Mixed.
Trophies

BOARD EVENT
Mixed Gross Winners only.

Announcements
after the Event

Mixed Gross Winners and Runners Up in Gross and Nett.

Competition

Nett Winners will win the Mixed competition of the day.

Rules of the
Event

There will be a separate competition of the day for the men and women
who are not entered in the Mixed event – Individual Stableford (Blue and
Red Tees).
Foursomes is a stroke competition played by a team of two players using
one ball. Each player tees off on alternate holes, one on odd-numbered
holes and the other on even-numbered holes. The partner plays the
second stroke and thereafter the ball is struck alternatively until holed. The
team that completes the round in the least strokes is the winner of the
gross event. In the nett event, the handicap is deducted from the gross
score. The handicap is ½ the aggregate handicap of both players, and the
team that completes the round in the least net strokes is the net winner.
Notes:
(a) Even years i.e. 2018 – Men must tee off on even numbered holes.
Odd years i.e. 2019 - Men must tee off on odd numbered holes.
(b) If a player hits into an unplayable hazard or OOB, then a penalty is
incurred as per the rules of golf. The player’s partner must play the next
shot.
(c) If it is necessary to play a provisional ball, or a second ball from the tee,
the ball must be hit from the same place as the original ball and by the
player whose turn it is to hit the second shot.
(d) In the event of a tie in the nett event, the countback procedure will
determine the winners. For this event, the best score for the last 9 holes
on the card shall be used. If there is still a tie, the last six holes, if still, the
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last 3 holes.
backwards.

If a tie persists, then hole by hole from the 18th hole

(e) In the event of a tie in the gross event, there will be a sudden death
playoff on the 18th hole with the man teeing off if it is an even year i.e. 2018
and the woman teeing off if it is an odd year. The playoff will continue on
the 18th hole until a winner is determined with the same player teeing off
as the first playoff hole i.e. Man in 2018.
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